
_________________Jammu & Kashmir Power Development Corporation______________________ 
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, GENERATION DIVISION, LJHP, 3x35MW, GANTAMULLA, BARAMULLA. 
 

Submission of Budgetary offer for the works proposed for the year 2021-22 

Dear Sir, 

 JK PDC is a Government owned organization that has been in existence for more than 

seven decades. We are primarily involved in power generation in the UT of Jammu & 

Kashmir mostly through Hydel power projects that range from 10MWs to 450MWs. At one of 

our running hydro power projects in district Barmulla in Kashmir province, known as 

3x35MWs LJHP, different works are planned and proposed for the  year 2021-22 under 

modernization, maintenance and improvement.      

 Budgetary offers are sought for the below mentioned works from the registered 

companies/reputed agencies/ authorized dealers having expertise and relevant experience 

in dealing with such jobs. 

Sr.No Description of Job Units 
Offer Price 

(in lacs) 

1 Supply and installation of 11 mtr (10 poles) & 9 mtr (25 poles) ST 
poles with 3000 mtr, conductor 0.1 for stabilization of 33KV line  and 
2000mtr, conductor 0.05 for stabilization of 11KV line  by way of 
replacement of old damaged wooden poles, conductors, disc 
insulators, clamps, etc from LJHP power house to peernia & peernia 
to Barrage respectively at LJHP. (Length from LJHP p/h to Peernia 
receiving station= 5 Kms & Length from Peernia receiving station to 
Barrage= 4Kms) 

01 Complete 

Job 

 

2 Complete job of design, SITC of 160 KVA,33KV/433 volt substation at 
Barrage with its steel structure, fittings, necessary LV/HV  protection, 
LT power cable with accessories from sub-station site to Barrage 
control room (considering length = 150mtr) 

01 Complete 

Job 

 

3 Retrofitting, commissioning and testing of 03 numbers of 33 KV C&R 
Panel by way of replacing old electromechanical relays to 
Numerical/MICOM relays and other required wiring, thimbles, 
accessories, etc. 

01 Complete 

Job 

 

4 Complete SITC of one number of 11KV VCB (12KV, 1250A, 25KA, 
Outdoor type of 2x6.3 MVA, 33/11KV receiving station Peernia along 
with dismantling of old one and reorientation of HV cables, thimbling, 
termination, testing and commissioning 

01 Complete 

Job 

 

The offer price should be for complete job inclusive of all the taxes and duties (Separate 

offer for each job) and valid for at least one year. Offers submitted are for the purpose of 

budgetary allocation only and in no way is construed as any allotment/LOA/Order etc. We 

shall appreciate if the budgetary offers, as asked, are submitted/sent within 10 days time. 

We will highly appreciate if you forward your firms/company’s profile also for future 

association.         

Looking forward to co-operation from your end. 

No:     GD/LJHP/Tech/81-83                                                               With Regards/- 

Dated:    17 - 05 -2021 

 

Executive Engineer, 

Generation Division,                                                                                                                 

LJHP,Gantamulla, Bla. 

Copy to the: 

1. Chief Engineer, Generation wing Kashmir for information. 

2. Superintending Engineer, Generation wing Kashmir for information. 

3. In charge IT, J&KPDC, Srinagar for information. He is requested to kindly  get the 

Notice uploaded on the website of J&KPDC. 


